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‘ ALCLAD ALUMII!UM4LL OY 2@+c81
By Jemes A. Miller
SUMMARY
SEEWC
Results of tests on duplicate longitudinal and transverse specimens
of Alclad alumin~lloy 2&sAT81sheets with n-l thlchesses of 0.032,
O.O&, and 0.125 inch are presented in the following form:
Tensile and compressive stress-strain graphs and strestieviation
graphs to a strain of about 1 percent
Graphs of tangent modulus and of reduced modulus for a rectangular
section against stress, in cmqression
Stress-strain graphs for tensile specimens tested to failure
Graphs of local elongation and elongation against gage length for
tensile specimens tested to fracture
The stress-strain, stress~eviation, tangent mcxlulus,andreduced
modulus graphs are plotted on a dtiensionless basis to make them applicable
to material with yield strengths which differ frcm those of the test
specimens.
INTRODUCTION
This report is the fourth of a series presenting data on high-
strength aluminun&alLoy sheet. The data are in the form of tables and
graphs similar to those in the first report of the series on aluminum-
alloy R301 sheet (reference 1) as modified in the preceding report of
the series on Alclad 24S-T sheet (reference 2). The graphs are presented
in dimensionless form to make them applicable to sheets of these materials
with yield strengths which differ frcxuthose of the test specimens. All
data are given for duplicate specimens.
“
The report gives the results of tests on Alclad almulnumalloy
2ksJT81 sheet in thiclmesses of 0.032, O.O&, and 0.125 inch, obtained
by artificially aging for 10 hours at 375° L 7° F Alclad 24S-T sheet
furnished by the Alumlnum Ccqany of America.
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The sheets, as received frcxnthe manufacturer, were of Alclad
aluminum alloy 24.Sin the ‘T” condition. Average values of yield strength
(offset = 0.2 percent), tensile strength, and elongation for this material
are given in table 1; the stress.+train and elongation graphs were shown
in reference 2. Part of each sheet was aged at 375° k 7° F for 10 hours
to furnish specimens for the present report. The nczninalthickness of
the cladding on each side was 5 percent of the sheet thickness for the
0.032-inch sheet and 2.5 percent of the sheet thickness for the other
two sheets.
DIMENSIONLESS DATA
Test Procedure
Tensile tests were made on two longitudinal (in direction of rolling)
specimens and on two “~verse (across direction of rolling) specimens
frcm a sheet of each thickness. The specimens corres~onded to specimens
of type 5 described in reference 3. The specimens were tested in a beau+
and-poise, screw-type, machine of >kip capacity by using the ~ip
range. They were held in Templin grips. The strain was measured with a
pair of l-inch Tuckerman optical strain gages attached to opposite sheet
faces of the reduced section. The rate of loading was about 2 ksi per
minute.
Compressive tests were made on two l~itudinal and two transverse
specimens from each sheet. The specimens were recqlar strips 0.50 inch
wide by 2.25 inches long. The compressive specimens were tested between
hardened-steel bearing blocks in the subpress described in reference 4.
The loads were applied by the testing machine that was used for the
tensile tests. Lateral support against premature buckling was furnished
by lubricated solid guides, as described in reference 5. The strain was
measured with a pair of &inch Tuckerman optical strain gages attached
to opposite edge faces of the specimen. The rate of loading was about
2 ksi per minute.
u
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The results of the tensile and compressive tests are given in
table 2. Each value of Young?s modulus in the table was taken as the
slope of a least-square straight line fitted to the stress+train curve
at stresses below the point where the cladding started to yield. The
modulus was based on from four to eight times the number of points shown
on the graphs for that portion of the curves. The yield strengths deter-
mined by the offset method were obtained frcm the stress-strain curves
and the experimental values of Young’s modulus. The yield strengths
determined by the seoant method were obtained from the stress-strain
curves and values of secant modulus 0.7 and 0.85 t5nms the experimental
values of Young’s modulus.
Stres~train Graphs
The stress+train.~aphs are plotted in dimensionless form in
figures I to 6. The coordinates u, e in these graphs are defined by
where
.
s stress correspotiing to strain e
S1 secant yield strength (0.~)
E yOU@S modulus
Composite dimensionless stress-strain graphs which show the bands
within which lie the data for tests of a given kind and a given direction
in the sheet are shown in figures 7 and 8. The maximum width of band In
terms of u is 0.02 in tension and 0.025 in ocmqression. Each band
represents data for six specimens; the widths might have been greater if
tests had been made on a larger number of specimens. A part of the devia-
tion of the curves from affinity may be attributed to experimental varia-
tion in the values of Young~s modulus which were obtained frcm a relatively
small.region of each curve and a part to dlfferericesIn the percentage of
cladding of the 0.032-inch sheet and of the other two sheets.
.
StressAeviation Graphs
Dtiensionless stress4eviation graphs are shown in figures 9 to 14.
-
The ordinates are the same as those used for the stres~train graphs.
The abscissas are the corresponding values of 5 = ~ - u. All the curves
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Intersect at the point a = 1, 8=$ which corresponds to the eecant
yield strength (0.m). This point ii indioated on the graphs by a short
vertioal line.
The graphs were plotted on logarithmic paper to indicate that portion
of the stress-strain curves which can be represented by the analytical
expression given in reference 6
n
e
()
=~+K”-~
E E
This expression holds (see reference 6) when the plot of deviation against
stress on logarithmic paper follows a straight line. Actually each graph
has a pronounced Wee. This is caused, in part, by the large deviations
at low stresses due to the yielding of the cladding material. It f’OlkWS
that the stress-strain graphs of the sheets cannot be accurately repre-
sented by a single analytical expression of the foregoing t~e. The
graphs for longitudinal compression, except for a rather large transition
region, can be approximated by two straight lines represented by two equa-
tions of the foregoing type with different sets of constants. Only the
graphs for longitudinal compression show good agreement with a straight
line for values of s/sl > s2/sl, where S2 is the secant yield strength
(0.85E); values of s2/sl are shown in each figure. Table 2 gives values
of sl/s2 for all specimens to indicate the sharpness of the knee of the
stress-strain curve and to aid in obtaining an average value of the
parameter n fran figure I.Oof referenoe 6.
Tangent Modulus Graphs
Dimensionless graphs of tangent modulus against stress for the c-
pressive specimens are shown in figures 15 to 20. The ordinates are the
ratios of tangent modulus Et -to Youngts modulus, Each value of tangent
modulus was taken as the ratio of a stress increment to its strain incre-
ment for the successive pairs of points shown in the stress+train graphs.
The abscissas are the mean values of a for the stress increments.
Most of the graphs do not show a well-defined region of constant
“secondary” modulus such as might be expected after yielding of the soft
cladding material. Nearly all the points above the knee of the curve are
above the ncminal values of secondary moilulusbased on the ncminal per-
centage of core material in the sheet. These nmninal values correspond
to a value of 0.$X3for Et/E for the 0.032-inch sheet and 0.95 for the
O.O&-and 0.12~inch sheets.
l
.
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The limits within which the tangent modulus curves fell are shown
. in figure 21. The maxbnum spread in values of Et/E is 0.065. Much of
this spread can be attributed to the differences in Percentage of cladding
thickness of the 0.032-inch sheet and of the other sheets. An example
of the use of these graphs is given in reference 7.
Reduced Modulus Graphs
Dimensionless graphs of reduced modulus against stress are shown in
figures 22 to 24. The ordinates are the ratios of reduced modulus for a
rectangular cross section Er to Youngts maiulua, and the abscissas are
the corresponding values of u. The curves were derived from the corre-
sponding curves of tangent modulus against stress by using the formula:
% kEt/E
‘= (.+(qEy .
The limits of the dhemsionless ara~hs of reduced modulus against stress
are @own in figure 25.
was 0.035.
TENSILE
The ma&m& spread in va$ues of E~/E
STRESS+WRAIN TEsTs TO FAILURE
Procedure
Tensile tests to failure were made on two longitudinal and two
transverse specimens frcm a sheet of each thiclmess. The specimens
corresponded to specimens of type 5 described in reference 3. The tests
were made in fluid-support, Bourdon-tube, hydraulic testing machines
having Tat~ery load indicatms. The specimens were held in Tamplin
grips. They were tested at a cross-head speed of about 0.1 inch per
minute. Autographic los~tiension curves were obtained with a Templin
type stress-strain recorder by usj.nga Peters avera@ng total-elon@tion
extenscmeter with a 2-inch gage length and a magnification factor of 25.
Stresses based on the original cross section and corresponding strains
based on the original gage length were determined frcm these curves. The
data for the portion at and beyond the knee of each curve were ccxnbined
- with stress-strain data on duplicate spectiens on which strain up to the
knee of the curv’eha&been measured with Tuckerman optical strain gages.
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Stres_train Graphs
.
.
The resulting stres~train curves are shown in figures 26 to 28.
Values of tensile strength and elongation in 2 inches are given in the
tables in each figure. The values of elongation usual~ corresponded to
a strain of about 0.006 less than the maximum recorded strain under load.
LOCA&ELONGATION TES’TS
Procedure
Photogrid measurements (reference 8) were made on two longitudinal
and two transverse tensile specimens frcm a sheet of each thickness.
The specimens corresponded to specimens of type ~ described in refer-
ence 3. The photogrid negative was made from the master grid described
in reference 1. The specimens were coated with cold top enamel. This
has been found to be less critical with respect to exposure time than
the photoengraving glue mentioned in reference 8. The prints were also
usually easier to measure near the fracture. The specimens were held in
Templin grips and were fractured in a testing machine at a cross-head
speed of about 0.1 Inch per minute. Measurements of gri~ spacing were
made by the technique described in reference 1, except that the magnifi-
cation was about 100 diameters.
Graphs
The local elongations in percent of the original spacing, plotted
against the distance before test frcm one end of the gage length, are
shown in figures 29 to 34. The fracture in each case occurred in the
grid spacing in which the greatest elongaticm took place.
The elongations in percent of the original gage length were canputed
for various gage lengths from the local+longation data. These values
are plotted against gage length in figures 35 to 40, The gage lengths
were plotted to a logarithmic ecale to preeent a large range of values
on a single graph.
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TABLE l.- REXlLTS OF TENSILE AID CCWRESSIVE TE9TS ON A3CLAD
Nanhsl
hiclmeas
(in.)
o.o~
.032
.032
.032
.064
.064
.064
.064
MmmmMuoY 24s4! SE%EI’, As REom
Tensile Lon@tudlnal
Tensile Transverse.
Caressive Lcmgitudinsl
Canpreesive !frsnBvert3e
Tensile Longituainsl
Tensile !&snaverse
CcairpressiveLongitudinal
Ccmrpreseive m!ansverse
Tensile Longi~uclinal
Tensile Trsmwerse
CcqresOive Lcmgitudinsl
Canpressive Transverse
Yield
strength
(offset
. 0.2 peroent)
(ksi)
48.6
43.1
41.4
46.4
55.4
47.1
45.0
50.8
Tensile
Btrengt.h
(kel)
68.2
66.0
----
----
69.0
66.7
----
----
71.8
69.4
----
----
Elongation
in2in.
(percent)
18.2
18.0
----
----
21.0
19.0
----
----
19.2
19.5
----
----
.
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,
Yield strength
Ycung* m
l!hichem mcdnl.uB, OfY8et Seolult methcd Tenslln
Speoiman Test Dlreotlan
Elmgatlcm
(m.) sl/~2 Etmngth
(:1) (%’%
in2 in.
(IuA) (pment)
“ O“fbyyl fry) (Jf)
o’j2Jm.L Tensile Linlgltudina 0.0325 1o,750 61.7 &?mo 1.046 .q.g
oyJr2L
6.3
----dO ---- ----dO ---- .0324 1o,610 61.3 61.7 $:? 1.043 6a.o 6.0
03!Hn!T ----dO ---- Tram?erm .0324 lo,%o 60.2 60.0
032-r2T ----do ----
57.1
----do ---- .0325 lo,’/’m &.o 60.5 56.>
M& L&j ;:;
032-CU Cqreaaive Lal@udiml .0324 lo,~ 61.2
o~2L
P’(.O
----do ----
l.o~b ---- ---
----ao ---- .0324 lo,7m ::: 77,4 Lop ---- ---
O*I!C ----do ---- TNMmree .0324 m, 670 ad M B.o Low ---- ---
032-C2T ----do ---- ----de---- .0324 1o,760 6L6 &?.2 ~.1 LO* ---- ---
06JI-UIL Temlle LOngftuaiMl .0649 1o,660 58.9 56.8
Omr’n
1.038 1%.p
--=-do ---- ----& ---- .0650 loj700 $:: 58.8 56.6
7.5
06LW! ----do ----
1.039 6.5,4
Tluneverae .0649 lo,tw
7.s
57.7 “ 58.0 1.053 65,8 6. q
064mT ----do ---- ----do ---- o@) lo,6tm 57.4 57.8 R 1.053 65.4 6.5
06MnL Ccqll’eudve LcmfJltwnal
064-02L ----& ---- ----& ---- :% %!$ g:: g:: K$ :$; = =
06KCIT ----& ---- TreM-Teu’ae .0649 ln,~ *.3 .56.3
064-C2T ----dO ---- ----& ---- .0649
1.043 ---- ---
M,7C0 59.5 z:; 56.9 1,043 ---- ---
M* Tellfllle LaDgltmMIlal .I.236 1o,740 64.9 65*3 63.0 1.036 71..6 7.5
Iqw2L ----b ---- -_+o--_ .1237 IJI,76U 65,2
12p!u! ----do ---- Tranmerae .3240 ID, 650
I$yM2? ----do ---- $:! %! !$; ;:5 %! 7.0
R
----do ---- .1234 10, &a
L?ynL Cayeml?e Lmgltudlnal .1239 lD,760 64.0 61.4 1-O* ---- ---
1.2yxll ----dO ---- ----dO ---- .1235 1o,780 2:; 61.3
12H35 ----b ---- TraMwrm .1240
Los ---- ---
U3,730 $:! ~.: 63.0
M+C2T ----& ---- ----do----
1.045 ---- -—
.1237 Ul,m 65.3 . 63.2 1,045 ---- ---
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Figure 1.- Dimensionless stress-strain graphs. Alclad 24.+T81 sheet,
longitudinal specimens 0.032 inch thick
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Figure 2.- Dimensionless stress-strain graphs. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
transverse specimens 0.032 inch Ihick.
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Figure 3.- Dimensionless stress-strain graphs. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
Iongitudinol specimens 0.064 inch thick. “
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Figure 4,- Oimenslonless stress-strain gmphs. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
transverse specimens 0.064 inch thick,
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Figure 5.- Dimensionless stress-strain graphs. Aldad 24 S-T81 sheei,
Iongitudinol specimens 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 6.- Dimensionless stress-strain graphs. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
transverse specimens 0.125 inch thick,
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Figure 7.- Limits of dimensionless tensile stress-strain graphs. Alclad 24S-T81 sheets
0.032, 0.064, and 0.125 Inah thick.
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Figure 8.- Limits of dimensionless compressive stress-strain graphs. Alclod 24 S-T81 sheets
0.032, 0.064, and 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 9.-Dlmens[onless $tress-deviotion graphs. Aiclod 24S -T81 sheet,
longitudinal 8pecimens 0.032 inch thick. E, Young’s modulus; Sl, SOCOnt
yield strength (0.7 E); S2, secant yieid strength (0.85 E).
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Figure 10.- Dimenslonless stress -devlatfon graphs. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
transverse specimens 0.032 inch thick. E, Youngls modulus; s,, secant
yield strength (0.7El; S2, secant yield strength (0.85 E).
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Figure l[. - Dimenslonless stress-deviation graphs. Alclad 24 S-T8[ sheet,
longitudinal specim~ns Q08Q Inch thick. E, Young’s modulus; s,, secant
yield strength (0.7 E): S2, secant yield strength (0.85 E).
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Figure 13.- Dimensionless stress-deviation graphs. Aiclod 24S -T81 8heet,
iongitudindl specimens 0.125 Inch thick. E, Young’s modulus; Sl, “secant
yieid strength {0.7 E); Sg, secant yield strength (0.85 E).
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Figure i4.- Dimensionless stress= deviation graphs. AIciad 24 S-T8i sheet,
transferee speoimens 0.i25 Inch thick. E, Youngls modulus: Si, secant
yield etrength (0.7 E); 82, secant yierid etrength (0.85 E).
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Figure 15. - Dimmsionless compressive tangent n.mdulus
graphs. Alcla.d24S-T81 sheet, longitudinal
specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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F@ure 16. - Dimmsionless compressive tangent IKIdulus
graphs. Alclad 2@ JT81 sheet, transverse specimens
0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 17. - Dimensionless compressive tangent modulus
graphs. Alclad 24S-T81 sheet, longittidinal
specimens 0.064 Inch thick.
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Figure 18. - Dimensionless compressive tangent nmdulus
graphs. Alclad 24S -T81 sheet, transverse specimens
0.06k inch thick.
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Figure 19.- Dimensionless compressive tangent nmdulus
graphs. Alclad 24S-T81 sheet, longitudinal
specimens 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 20. - Dimensionless compressive tangent modulus
graphs. Alclad 24S-T81 sheet, transverse specimens
0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 21.- Limits df. dimensionless compressive tangent modulus
graphs. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheets 0.032, 0.064, and 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 22. - Dimensionless compressive reduced modulus
~phs, rec~ sections. AlClad 24s-T81 sheet
,. 0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 23. - Dimensionless compressive reduced modulus
graphs, rectsmgular sections. Alclad 24s-T81 sheet
O.O& inch thick.
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F@zre 24. - Dimensionless compressive reduced modulus
graphs, rectan&@ar sections. Alclad 24S-T81 sheet
0.12~ inch thick.
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FigUS 25. - I&nits of dimensionless reduced modulus graphs
for rectangubr sections. Alclad 24.S-T81 sheets 0.032,
0.O&, and 0.12s tich thick=
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Figure 26. - Ihrvee of tensile I?@ue ~. - Ourves of teneik Figure MI. - ~ge of tgnile
stress-strain tests to stress-shah tests to
fdhlre . A1.cbd 24s -T81
dxess -stti tet3tsto
ftih. QCM 249-T81 milllre . Alclkl 249-T81
sheet 0.032, inch thick. sheet 0.064 Inoh thick. sheet 0.125 Inch thick.
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Figure 29. Local elongation. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
longitudinal specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 30.- Local elongation. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
transverse specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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Figure 3 I .- I_ocal elongation. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
longitudinal specimens 0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 32.- Local elongation.
transverse specimens
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Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
0.064 inch thick. l
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Figure 33.- Local elongation. Alclad 24 S-T81 sheet,
longitudinal specimens 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 34.- Local elongation. Alc[ad 24 S-T81 sheet,
transverse specimens 0.125 inch thick.
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Figure 35. ~ GraphE of elongation agalnsb gage length. Alclad
24s -T81 sheet, longituaw specimens 0.032 inch thick.
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Ff~ 36. - Graphs of elongation against gage length. Alclad
24.SJT81 sheet, transverse specimens 0.032 Inoh thick.
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Figure 3
z
.- Graphs of elongation agahst gage length. AlclJMI
24-s-T 1 sheet, longitudinal specimens 0.064 Inch thick.
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Figure 38. - Graphs of elongation against gage length. Alclad
2@ 481 sheet, transverse specimens 0.064 inch thick.
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Figure 39. - Graphs of elongation against gage lmgth. Alclad
24.S-T81 sheet, longitudinal specimens O.12~ inch thick.
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Figure @. - Graphs of elongation against gage length. Alclad
249-T81 sheet, transverse specimens O.12~ inch thick.
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